Decorative | Durable | Hygienic

Why install tiles when
you can have Jemiclad, a
grout free maintenance
free solution.

Quick to install, easy to clean and
beautiful to look at.
Jemiclad bringing our commercial solution
to the domestic market. Printed designs,
satin and gloss finish colours. Designed for
cladding the walls and ceilings of areas that
must where you might have thought about
using tiles or an area that requires some
additional protection. The sheets are resistant
to flames and many chemicals. Jemiclad
sheets satisfy the demands of any household.

Perfect for showers,
kitchens, bathrooms,
laundry rooms, utility
rooms, splashbacks over
sinks and in larders.
Available in various sizes suitable for showers,
wainscot and entire rooms.
780x2250
850x2250
900x2250
900x2500
1220x2440
1220x3000
Bespoke sizes are available.

•

Quick and easy to install, even over existing tiles.

•

No grout and very easy to clean.

•

Panels can be precut to required sizes.

•

Co-extruded trims to make the system impervious.

•

Impact-resistant.

•

20 year product guarantee.

Available in various sizes suitable for splashbacks
to kitchens, sinks, utility rooms and entire rooms.
600x2440
600x3000
450x2440
450x3000
300x2440
300x3000
Bespoke sizes are available.

Jemiclad kits are easy to install and come with bonding
adhesive corner trims and colour matched silicone.
Step 1: Ensure walls are clean and level
Step 2: If required, measure and cut Jemiclad and test fit.
Step 3: Apply Jemifix Bonding Adhesive to the rear of the
Jemiclad panel and install to the wall and roll back to ensure
maximum a coverage.
Step 4: Install trim base, tucking the lip behind the Jemiclad.
Step 5: Install remaining Jemiclad panels.
Step 6: Remove protective Jemiclad film and install trim fronts.
Step 7: Clean Jemiclad panels install corner trims and finish
abutments with Jemiclad Silicone.
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